The correlation between three methods of skin perfusion pressure measurement: radionuclide washout, laser Doppler flow, and photoplethysmography.
The most accurate measurement of skin perfusion pressure is made with use of radioisotopic clearance techniques. We compared the skin perfusion pressure using radioisotope to the skin perfusion pressure measured simultaneously by placing laser Doppler and photoplethysmography probes within a transparent polyvinylchloride plastic blood pressure cuff in 13 subjects. A new device, which was created for this experiment, consisted of a plastic bladder into which light-emitting probes can be placed, so that the pressure applied to the skin was transmitted by the surface of the bladder, rather than by the surface of a rigid probe. The cuff was inflated to a supra-systolic pressure over the intradermal injection site of technetium Tc 99m, then deflated in 10 mm Hg decrements at 3-minute intervals. The pressures at which radioisotope clearance began, at which microcirculatory flow was detected by laser Doppler, and at which deflection of the photoplethysmography (DC mode) output occurred, were recorded as the skin perfusion pressure. The range of radioisotopic determined skin perfusion pressure was 0 to 100; skin perfusion pressure-laser Doppler was 0 to 100; and skin perfusion pressure-photoplethysmography was 60 to 100, with 7 of 13 limbs demonstrating no clear deflection point and thus an unobtainable skin perfusion pressure-photoplethysmography reading. Linear regression revealed a coefficient of correlation of 0.991 for skin perfusion pressure when the radioisotopic and laser Doppler methods were compared. Our study is not in agreement with previous reports of the successful determination of skin perfusion pressure with use of photoplethysmography. This may be due to differences in our technique when compared with previous reports of skin perfusion pressure-photoplethysmography determination.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)